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Reviews

CLOTHES AND CLIMATE
Physiology of Heat Regulation and the Science of Clothing.
Edited by L. H. Newburgh, M.D. (Pp. 457; illustrated.
£1 17s. 6d.) Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders
Company. 1949.

In the recent war fighting-men were exposed to extremes
of climate, and they were often transported rapidly from
one climate to another. Thus serious medical and physio-
logical problems were raised, and during the war years
much research on heat physiology and on the physiologi-
cal basis of clothing was carried out on both sides of the
Atlantic. In Canada the National Research Council set up
a committee to study adverse climatic conditions, and after
the entry of the United States into the war the Division of
Medical Sciences of the National Research Council of
America undertook similar studies.

It was quickly realized that work must be concentrated
on the study of the heat-regulating mechanism at extremes
of temperature. The maximal rate of heat production that
could be tolerated in the hottest and most humid environ-
ments had to be ascertained. At the other extreme, know-
ledge was needed about the time a man could survive in
cold water or very cold air, and information had to be
gained about the effect of muscular activity on the survival
times. There was available little or no knowledge of the
extent to which clothing could afford protection, and it
seemed that study of the physical properties of fabrics
might make it possible to devise new textiles which would
give increased protection.

Results of high scientific value and of great practical
importance were yielded by these researches, but much of
the information has not hitherto been readily available.
Under the editorship of Professor L. H. Newburgh fifteen
of those who were responsible for the wartime work have
now joined to produce this book. Each of the contributors
is a well-known authority in his own subject.
The book attempts to describe the responses of the heat-

regulating mechanism to any climate that may be encoun-
tered on the earth's surface, and it emphasizes the maximal
capacity of that mechanism to preserve life under the most
adverse conditions. It also shows how far scientifically
designed clothing can mitigate the rigours of unfavourable
climates. It is not claimed that the work gives the final
answers to many of the problems raised, but it does give
a great deal more information than was available a few
years ago. Professor Newburgh and his colleagues are to
be congratulated on their highly informative, very readable,
and attractively produced work. It is an important book.

THOMAS BEDFORD.

THEORY OF TISSUE OXIDATION
Heavy Metal Prosthetic Groups and Enzyme Action. By
Otto Warburg, translated by A. Lawson. (Pp. 230. 18s.)
London: Clarendon Press. 1949.

Many biochemists and physiologists will readily remember
the fierce controversy in the 1920's between the supporters
of two rival theories about tissue oxidation. This struggle
was to decide whether oxidation is due to an iron-catalysed
activation or transport of oxygen (Warburg), or to a
dehydrogenation by activation of hydrogen in the molecule
undergoing oxidation (Wieland). In this book Professor
Warburg firmly reiterates his views, and he does not hesitate
to point out the errors of commission and omission which
he claims have been made by workers in the other camp.

Those who are interested in tissue oxidation, and in
enzyme action in general, will appreciate this account of
the monumental work of Warburg and his colleagues on
tissue oxidation catalysts, and more particularly the iron-
catalysed oxidations. Among other topics the author dis-
cusses the action of narcotics, carbon monoxide, and
cyanide on chemical processes in the cell, the well-known
" charcoal model " (Warburg) and the iron-containing cellu-
lar catalysts, including cytochrome oxidase or the " oxygen
transporting enzyme" as the author prefers to call it.
There are short chapters on copper as the oxygen-
transporting constituent of phenol oxidase, and heavy
metals in relation to yeast fermentation. The sections on
the photochemical reduction of quinone in green cells and
the quantum requirement of carbon dioxide assimilation
are particularly welcome. The former summarizes pub-
lications not readily available in this country, and the latter
describes work which has not yet been published.
Many readers of the book will undoubtedly' enjoy, at

first, the vigour of the author's writing, but it may not be
long before they begin to wonder whether all the criticisms
can be fully justified. Indeed, it seems at times that
Professor Warburg " doth protest too much." This is
primarily a book for the tissue oxidation specialist, and a
less polemical and more comprehensive work, properly
indexed, would have been immensely helpful to a much
wider public. A. WORMALL.

STATE MEDICINE IN NEW ZEALAND
Money, Medicine, and the Masses. By Albert D. G. Blanc,
B.Sc., M.B., A.N.Z.I.C. (Pp. 193. lOs. 6d.) Wellington,
New Zealand: A. H. and A. W. Reed (182, Wakefield
Street). 1949.

This able and provocative book fully sustains the claim of
the publisher that the author is in great demand as a popu-
lar lecturer on medical and social matters. He has an
undoubted gift for clear dogmatic statement and the ability
to enforce his argument by apt illustration. Whether he
agrees with his views or not I think the reader must concede
that Dr. Blanc has made out a convincing case that there
should be no monetary barrier to a complete medical ser-
vice-a theme which runs throughout his book. He is a
firm supporter of the New Zealand Social Security Act of
1941, which provides, with many other benefits, a free
medical service open to every citizen. This scheme is
financed by a 7-y% deduction from every income. But
Dr. Blanc is well aware of the deficiencies of the scheme
as shown by medical experience, and he severely blames
the N.Z. Branch of the B.M.A. for many of these by its
insistence on payment by items of attendance instead of
by a capitation system. He adduces much evidence of
the abuse of the system by an unscrupulous minority of the
profession. One of its effects has been to double the income
of the average general practitioner and to enrich some of
the unscrupulous ones. Payment per attendance invites
unjustifiable multiplication of items for which the State has
to pay. This is shown in the way the cost of drugs has
risen-from roughly £279,000 in 1941 to £1,500,000 in
1947-8. There has been a great increase in the prescrib-
ing of barbiturates, morphine, and heroin, and of expensive
drugs-for example, the sex hormones, whichareprescribed
" in a manner which may have a place in witchcraft but
it has none in scientific medicine."

Dr. Blanc says that for all its defects the system has
greatly improved the distribution of doctors in the more
remote parts of the country. He discusses the probable
developments now that the B.M.A. has begun to realize its
responsibilities for the reputation of the profession. His
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